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International Relations Club Hears
Delegates Report on Atlanta Confab
LATE FLASH!!
On March 8, 1949, Rollins will
present Harry S. Truman with
an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree.

PAN-HELLENIC

Doctor of Humanilics d('i,-ree from President
"amilton Holt is M.ir\ McLeod Bethune, founder and President
iLbieritus of Bethune-Cookman Negro College at Daytona Beach. This
Ir6nt marks the first time a Negro has ever received an honorary
itgree trom a Southern College. For this Rollins is proud.

ounders* Convocation
fo Be Long Remembered
The importance of the Rollins
•nvocation of February 21, 1949,
n be appreciated but cannot be
lly comprehended by this genetion. As President Holt so movfly summed up these proceedings
this last Convocation, "This is
; first time in the history of the
HUth that a Negro woman has reved a degree and honors from
white educational institution."
is destined that these proceed-s will set a landmark for the
;h of peace and understanding
I tween the races. Mrs. Mai-y Mcod Bethune, founder of the $1
llion Bethune-Cookman College
JDaytona Beach, Florida, was induced to the college by Dr. RoyW. France. He told the asiblage of how Mrs. Bethune had
sn from a family of 17 children
1 educated herself against all
rersities. Mrs. Bethune founded
college 40 years ago with $1.50
capital. He told of the value war service of Mrs. Bethune
1 the great work she performed
National Educational and Peace
mmittees. When Dr. France
tipleted his statements, the audie joined the acclamation with
g and sincere applause,
ot only was precedent set in
field of awards but for the
; time the Sullivan Medallion
awarded posthumously. A vismoved audience watched the
arding of the Algernon Sidney
livan Medallion to the late EdClarke, for 14 years prosor of sociology at Rollins ColDr. Holt confided that often
had been asked to consider the
nissal of Dr. Clarke because
Professor was a "radical". Dr.

I

Ji-Stars To Face
Jums,XCIubFri.
he feature attraction for baslall fans this week is the Allr-X Club game to be played in
Hall tomorrow night. There
be two games on the program,
game will be played between
undefeated X Club and the
rst String" Rollins intramural
"-^-Stara
The other game will
: jture the Alumni, Joe Justice,
y Blalock, Ottis Mooney, and
ifer "greats" against the "Sec• String" All-Stars. The two
star teams are listed below,
member of the X Club was inied in this because they were
ners of the crown with 12
Dries in a row.
; String" All-Stars "2nd String"
[anzo
D. Larsen
Cashwell
Knecht
Behrens
linefelter
Frymire
atolis
Horton
lunson
La Fivre
irroons
Gordon
augherty
time, 8 p.r , February 25.

1

Holt is proud that Rollins College
is still able to withstand such pressures. He wisely added that the
radical of today is often considered
the conservative of tomorrow. Dean
Piarrah who introduced the name
of Dr. Clarke for the award, stated that the strength of Dr. Clarke's
greatness was the professor's unending determination to "take
Christianity seriously". Dr. Clarke
often declared that Christianity had
to be lived not merely spoken of in
classes. Miss Cynthia Eastwood,
beloved citizen of Rollins College
and the community, received the
second Sullivan Medallion awarded
that day, for her exemplary living.
Serge Koussevitzsky, director of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra;
Edward R. Murrow, noted news
commentator; Dr. Karl Taylor
Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and a leader in the Atomic Energy
Committee; Mr. Paul Stillman,
nephew of the founder of Rollins
College, former speaker of the
Iowa House of Representatives, and
director of the Bank of America;
Dr. Eugene
Randolph
Smith,
founder of one of the greatest progressive schools in Boston, and a
great educator; the Reverend Albert J. McCarthey, chairman of
the Chicago Sunday Evening Club
and member of the Federal Council of Churches; and Commander
Leonard Dyer, famous inventor of
automotive and ship machinery,
and a relative of the late Susan
Dyer for whom the Dyer Memorial
was placed on this campus; were
all granted honorary degrees.
Public orators included Hugh F.
McKean, Dr. Royal W.France, Dr.
Rhea Smith, Dr. Nathan C. Starr,
Mr. Halsted W. Caldwell, Dr. Alfred Hanna, P T . William T. Foster, and Mr. Charles S. Mendell.
Rabbi Lazaron gave the Invocation. Dr. Compton's superb address dealt with the growth of science and its place in this world.
There is little time and less space
to convey the intimate atmosphere,
(Continued on page 3)

Theta Rose Ball**
Proves Successful
Many students found pleasant
pause in the midst of the activity
last weekend by attending the always popular Kappa Alpha Theta
Rose Ball Formal. Old Dubsdread
was lavishly adorned for the occasion with colorful arbors of paper
roses surrounded by myriad leaves
and vines. Ingram Willox and his
band provided dulcet music for the
contented
Rollinsites
as they
danced in both the "Rose Room"
and the patio.
The Thetas are to be congratulated for their good taste in making the 1949 Rose Ball one of the
nicest affairs of the year.—J.M.

At the regular meeting of the
Panhellenic Council meeting last
Friday afternoon a revised rushing
plan for a shorter delayed rushing period next Fall was voted
upon and accepted. If the Faculty
accepts the new plan, Formal rush
ing will start on Octbore 20th and
end on October 23rd.
Although the pre-rush period
not to be a period of planned rushing, there will be the traditional
Formal Panhellenic Coffee on Saturday, October 1, and the get-acquainted half-hour teas on October
6, 7, 8, and 9.
The main changes made for the
pre-rush period are:
1) Sorority girls and new girls
will not be allowed off campus together except at Dubsdread for
and riding. This, we hope,
will eliminate the pre-rush concentrating and give everyone an
opportunity to get to know the
new girls around the campus.
2) Visiting in houses will be
from 2 til 8 p.m. Transfers are
not affected by this rule. Sorority
girls cannot be with freshman girls
after eight.
3) Panhellenic is to choose the
welcome committee. No sorority
girl or independent will be allowed
campus at all during Orientation Week except the welcome committee. The penalty for sorority
girl's being on campus Before Wedday, September 28, will be no
association for her entire sorority
with any of the new girls for one
week .
The usual rules about eating,
communicating, oral bidding and
treating -will still be followed.
iree two-hour parties will be
given again by each sorority during Formal rushing. Two new
rules pertaining to the parties
have been made and they are:
1) Invitations for the first and
second parties will be sent at the
same time. New girls can not go
one sorority house more than
ice on these nights.
2) Sororities shall only invite
the girls they intend to bid to the
preferential party Saturday night
Also during Formal rushing
there will be no visiting in the
Next year the silence period shall
last from the end of the Saturday
night party until the bids are given
>ijt Sunday. At this time all sororty girls will be at their houses to
welcome the girls who have ac;epted their bids. There will be
10 congratulating on campus. It
s hoped that the boys will take
part in this affair and be at the
•rority houses to welcome and
mgratulate the pledges to be.
Pledging will be later that Sunday afternoon.
Panhellenic hopes that the soror.
ty girls will start thinking now
about the new rules, so we can all
develop in our own sororities and
n ourselves the right spirit of
ushing.

R(M)i Lazaron To
Speak In Chapel
Next Sunday Rabbi Lazaron will
•each at the Morning Chapel
Service and will meet with the
After Chapel Club at 11 and talk
over his sermon with the group
during the first quarter-hour.
The second part of the Club's
program will be Dean Stone. He
ill be put on the spot, define his
terms and lead us out to th "full
life" from the question: What is
most important in life to you?

After spending two busy days,
February 18 and 19, in almost
stant session at the 13th annual
conference of International Relations Clubs of the Southeastern
District, Joe Popek and Fred Hart
ley came away bursting with ideas
and inspiration for the Rollins
club. The affair was held at Emory
University in Atlanta. Approxi
mately 150 delegates from 5 South
eastern states attended the con
ference. The delegates were divided into five discussion groups
who thrashed out the problems of
Russia, the United Nations, thi
Marshall Plan, Palestine, and
China. Plans were made for th
North American conference which
will be held at Denver in April. The
delegates were given :
ception at Emory, and every effort
was made to make the conference
interesting and worthwhile
The Marshall Plan di;
group submitted two resolutions
which were adopted by the conference: (1) that the United States
exert its influence to effect a currency reform in the countries of
Western Europe that are under the
Marshall Plan, in order to encourage intro-European trade; and (2)
that the dismantlement of German
heavy industry in the Ruhr is inconsistent with the aims of the
Marshall Plan and should be discontinued.
Proper
safeguards
against the possible revival of German munitions industry should be
established first, however.
Also discussed was the problem
of Russia. The panel group which
dealt with this subject was attended by the principle speakers at the
conference. Dr. Waldo Chamberlain, director of documents at the
United Nations and D,r. Davis of
the Carnegie Endowment gave to
the discussion their experienced
views concerning the present conflict between the United States and
Russia. Joe Popek, the Rollins
delegate, was called on to give a
brief summary of the two day discussions. He concluded by stating
that the United States makes a
grave mistake by not doing everything in its power to advertise to
the world the good which this nation continually accomplishes thru
its democratic system of government. Dr. Lewis, of the Alabama
Institute of Technology made the
significant point that what we in
United States, through our policy
abroad, fail to see, is the choice
(Continued on page 4)

Art Contest
^nnounced

Art instructors in American colleges, universities and high schools
—and college art students—have
been invited to enter paintings in
a new art competition which will
offer $30,000 in cash prizes for the
best paintings of Christmas themes
submitted by American and French
artists.
More than 4,700 French artists
already have entered the French
section of the competition, and an
even greater number of American
artists is expected to vie in the
American section, according to
Vladimir Visson, director.
The
project, largest one of its kind in
art history, is sponsored by Hall
Brothers, Inc., greeting-card publishing firm, and is known as the
1949 Hallmark Art Award.
The grand international prize
will be $3,500, with a number of
prizes in each of the two national
divisions, running up to a $2,000
top in each, said Visson. He is
director of exhibitions for Wildenstein Galleries of New York and
Paris, which is cooperating in the
program,
A prospectus of rules and entry
blanks may be obtained by writing
to: Director, Hallmark Art Award,
WHdenstein and Company, 19 East
64th Street, New York 21, New
York.
The objective of the Hallmark
award, Visson said, is to encourage
today's painters and bring recognition to the best in contemporary
art by building a truly mass audice for meritorious works.
Mass circulation of the outstand(Continued on page 3)

Reading left to right: Dr. Paul Stillman, Rev. Albert J. McCartney, Dr. Karl Taylor Compton, President
Hamilton Holt, Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, Edward R. Murrow, Eugene Randolph Smith, Serge Koussevitzsky, Commander Leonard Dyer.

7000 Subscribers Laud
22nd Animated Magazine
By Ann Lewis Turley
Once again the Rollins Animated
Magazine, "the only magazine that
comes alive", offered its 7,000
readers absorbing and significant
messages by famous and distinguished contributors. February 20,
1949, marked the last issue with
which Hamilton Holt and Edwin
0. Grover will be associated as
Editor and Publisher. Originated
22 years ago, the Magazine's pages
have been adorned by an impressive
list of more than 100 famous men
and women of our day and generation, each giving his services without charge. Opening music was
provided by Harry Day at an organ
set up beside the contributors'
stand.
On the first page of this year's
edition, Hamilton Holt, former editor of "The Independent" and
"Harper's Weekly", presented an
historical foreword. He gave a
brief recount of the first issue of
the magazine, wielding his famous
Blue Pencil before the speakers on
the platform as warning of their
time limit, and introduced the first
peaker.
Edward R. Murrow, European
broadcaster for station CBS, and
author of "This Is London", delivered the Magazine's editorial.
Speaking to the students, Mr. Murcongratulated them for the
opportunities ahead of them in an
unknown era, one of ideological
itruggle. He suggested that the
time of testing is not far off and
warned them not to be impressed
by their ancestors, for their record
been none too good. He closed
by relating his discovery of a
charred pamphlet (in the bombed
ruins of his third office building in
London during the war) on which
i still visible these words, "The
most urgent task confronting the
world today is education." At the
time, he said the fact seemed so
ignificant, but now he realized
its full meaning.
The light of art and culture with
which America is blessed will prevent future world catastrophe."
So stated Serge Koussevitzky, conductor of the famed Boston Symphyony Orchestra and director of
the Berkshire Music Center. Never
before has history offered such an
opportunity for artists, who he
defined as leaders in society, to
prove that they are men of heart,
mind, and soul by serving humanty. "Let our love and passion for
art descend to love and compassion
for mankind."
me. Soo Yong Huang, noted
actress and monologist, expressed
hope for China's shaky future and
•ecounted her recent visit to that
country currently ravaged by civil
"There is yet hope," she continued, "if the present victors,
whose leaders are superbly intelligent men, will only gain by the
mistakes of the losing rulers."
On page five of the Magazine
as an article entitled "Lessons
from Wave Patterns", written and
presented to the subscribers by
Dr. Karl Taylor Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Board

of Atomic Bombs.

There

patterns, he pointed out. Like the
ocean waves, the patterns of knowledge, when completely understood
by the student, form a useful guide
in the comprehension of the future,
"Every event in history continues
to influence world events . . .The
storm is over, the wind lieth, but
the ocean worketh a great while."
Kathryn Collier Bodkin, noted
actress and Shakespearean interpreter, recited the finale from
America's
Pageant-play,
"The
Wayfarer" by John Oxenham, in
which she starred 25 years ago at
the Los Angeles Bowl.
The process of reclaiming and
preserving the scene of his childhood, Renfro Valley, Kentucky, in
its original, rustic, pioneer state
was described by its founder, promoter, and director, John Lair. It
was by his radio success in bringing the homespun tales, folk tunes,
and mountain music to the public
that Mr. Lair finally realized his
ambition to purchase the valley,
rebuild it, restock the forest, and
restore the old buildings.
The advertisement insert or Pink
Sheet was highlighted by Dr. John
Martin's aiJnouncement of an anonymous donor's agreement to match
dollar for dollar up to $50,000 the
collection taken during the pro.gram for the purpose of starting
a $100,000 Hamilton Holt Scholarship and Loan Fund. A previous
donation of $5,000 had already been
given by this unknown benefactor.
The collection had reached $4,948.88
by the end of the program with
more expected to come in by mail.
"Production of Snake Venoms
and Uses", E. Ross Allen's theme,
proved to be the most "animated"
of the afternoon when he demonstrated the "milking" of a live diamond-back rattler.
The famed
herpetologist and president of Ross
Allen Reptile Institute explained
that snake venom, although very
toxic and fatal, is also used for
beneficial purposes, i.e., in the manufacture of anti-venom. Its production goes back 200 years, but
it was only recently that a method
of preserving the potency of venom
in crystal form was perfected. Its
extraction is simple, but its preservation difficult. "During the recent war," he said, "our job was to
produce venom from 27 varieties of
snakes. We shipped this venom to
Sharp & Dohme who in turn made
anti-venoms for the armed forces."
Mary McLeod Bethune, founder
and president-emeritus of Bethune-'
Cookman Negro College at Daytona Beach, before paying tribute
to Mahatma Kandhi, thanked Dr.
Holt for his unprejudiced work in
Florida toward world brotherhood
and peace. She honored Gandhi's
memory, his greatness and utter
humanity. "To the restless, he
taught patience; to the prejudiced,
he answered with the brotherhood
of man. He humbled himself before God and man, clean in body,
soul and mind. He forged a political weapon with tools of selfdenial, fasting, and prayer. He is
not dead, but resting in the bosom
of the Lord of us all. His spirit

must live in a strengthened United
Nations—beckoning us along the
only road to world peace—^united
brotherhood"
The Boy Scouts of America will
be 40 years old next year. The
motto of their present campaign,
"Strengthen the Arm of Liberty",
became the topic of Sunday's report by Elbert K. Fretwell, Chief
Scout of the BSA and professoremeritus of Columbia University.
He outlined the International Scout
jamboree in Paris in the summer
of 1948, which was attended by
35,000 Scouts from 28 nations. The
Scout believes in individualism,
responsibility, and mental alertOn page 12 the director of the
Chicago Sunday Evening Club and
a member of the Federal Council
of Churches, Albert Joseph McCartney, retold "A Legend of
Brotherhood", current among the
rabbis of Jerusalem.
Following
the harvest for a number of nights,
two brothers each brought gifts of
grain to the other, until one moonlit night the men encountered, one
another, each with his arms heaped
high with grain for the other's
stack. And the legend claims t h a t
in the spot where they met, they
built a temple—because it was the
point nearest to Heaven.

Rudyard Kipling's "Conundrum
of the Workshops" was recited
dramatically by Leo G. Carroll, distinguished Broadway and movie
actor, who endeared himself to
local theatre-goers the preceding
week as "the late George Apley"
in the play of the same name at
the Annie Russell Theatre.
The importance of Israel as a
haven for the youthful victims of
Nazi oppression was stressed by
Martha Sharp, vice-chairman of
"Children to Palestine" for rescuing Jewish refugee children. For
years some of them have literally
been kept alive by the hope that
someday they may come to the
Promised Land and be given a
chance to play self-respecting roles
in the society of nations.
Tribute was paid to Hamilton
Holt by Morris S, Lazaron, rabbi
emeritus of the Baltimore Hebrew
Congregation and author of "Common Ground", who described the
Rollins president as "simple, approachable, human for all his
greatness. We who know him not
only admire what he has done, but
love him for what he is." By imagining how they would have appraised Holt's accomplishments,
Lazaron quoted George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Lafayette,
Napoleon, and Ben Franklin in fantasy. Napoleon spoke of his forcefulness, Lafayette of his interest
in the United Nations and World
Government, Washington praised
Holt's work toward world peace,
Jefferson told of the president's
creative imagination in the creation of Rollins College, and
Franklin concluded with words of
praise for the establishment of
the Animated Magazine—"a unique
thing, which had never occurred
even to me."
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Late George Apley//
Acclaimed By Walker
//'The

Blakemore Throws Light O n
Trial By Recalling Interview

In view of the recent trial
into opposition parties and
niov(.
Cardinal Mindszenty of Hungary, ments. At the same time, the*,
Gerard S. Walker
j with enthusiasm and genuine abiland the intensified battle betw
are not a few people who holj
When Leo G. Carroll appeared j ity. Robert Cannon, who played
the Catholic Church and Commun- themselves practicing Catholicism
on opening night at the Annie Rus- I Horatio Willing, gave a delightful
ism I thought it might pr
—much as president Gottwal(U
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlach sn
Telephone 187 J sell Theatre as "The Late George performance that was most apteresting to review the w
who are only lingering with tin
Apley",
he
once
again
created
this
I
predated
by
the
audience.
We
Editorial Board
another prominent European Cath- symbol of the church and are n«
Bostonian character with the su- [ wonder how funny he thought his
olic. During the past summer, truly religious.
perb ability and ingenuity that, | part, also. Frances Kilroe as Jane
while studying Social Change in
The church will fight this go^
for three years, gave the play a ' Willing, struck a note of meekness,
Europe under the direction of Co- ernment with every weapon at js
successful run on Broadway, and I vagueness, and reserve that seemed
lumbia University, I had the op- command. It has not accepted %
in
the
summer
circuit.
A
satirical
I
so
well
interpreted
and
not
a
Dave McKiethan
portunity of interviewing the Arch- regulations which compel it to SUT
comedy on Boston society of the | over-acted. Jean Cartwright
bishop of Prague. The Columbia
out of political and economic ec.
1912 era, "The Late George Apley", I Agnes Willing, seemed a little
group consisted of 30 professors
deavors. You in America have»
by John P. Marquand and George i cramped in style and slightly
and students from colleges and unidifferent set of economic institiK
Kaufman, takes place in the ous at times, but displayed acting
versities throughout the United
MEYER
tions. The church plays a differ,
livingroom of George Apley's house ability through some
difficult
States.
Our
visit
included
twelve
Pat
Meyer
is
a
girl
who
is
alDawson, Harry Baldwin,
ent part in the life of the conj.
Boston, and presents a series of scenes. Derek Dunn-Rankin playways crusading about something countries where we talked with
r, Robert Neuhaus
munity.
It adapts itself to thit
domestic and social problems that 1 ed Howard Boulder in good style;
or other—last year it was a book trade union leaders, cooperative
Proofreaders
setting. If you believe in the %
reflect on the intolerant and nar.- ' one could only suggest that he proon Okeechobee City; this year it' heads, E.R.P. officials, government
Virgrinia Cheney, Ann Lewis Turley, Juana Bostedo
aration
of
church and state, thit
ideas on social conduct that [ duce a stronger coordination of
making the world safe for the Sen- officials, diplomats, newspapermen,
Rewrite
were typical of the aristocratic I words and action that would add
may be best for you, but with u,
inole Indians. Her enthusiasm i university professors and students.
Joan
Strahale,
JanMilto^n
Olson,Schw
Polly Clark,
Gerry
Walker,
Nan Dale
Van Travis
Zile
Bostonian of that and later eras. I to the solidity of the character.
stand
as
a force against the ai
There
was
also
a
week
in
Prague
likely to carry her to all sorts of
Features
Revieira
1 Price, Meg Sn: Piay
We felt that Leo Carroll's per- Josette Stainciu as Lydia Leyton,
Richards, Merle Hodges,
ce of atheistic communism. Qnt
Hagtn^ C ol Grasky, Nancy M{
excesses, whether it's leaning out interviewing Communist leaders,
Tate, John Whiten
Derek Du i-Rankin, Bob Elman.
formance, in his every action, and in this part might seem more con- of her window at Corrin at an un- as well as the following interview properties which we had
througrh every inflection of his vincing if her voice attempted less godly hour in the morning shouting on August 22, 1948, with the head hundreds of years are now beini
Sheila Kelly, Cynthia Carll, Meriel Riddle,
Robin Merrill, Pat Ro
3, brought to real life the fic- affectation or what appeared to be that Leo the Lion is just coming of the Catholic Church in Czecho- taken away under the excuse tha;
Merle Hodges, John E.
iling, Marge Watson, Dixie Koos, Margy
Mountcastle, Bev6rly Cot
Billie Moore, Randy Walker, Nettie Goldrick. tional George Apley. His great affectation. Dorie Hostettler, who up, or falling into Lake Virginia slovakia.
they are being given to peasants.
ability achieves this degree of au- played Emily Southworth, contrib- chasing an elusive crested flycatchWe are to be made dependent cres.
Layont
On the hill overlooking Prague,
Rae Holden, Jo
thenticity, and proves again his uted a very nice performance in
tures on the state. There has no;
1 Dilly, Carol Reed. Sylvia Erikson
adjacent to the President's home
reputation as an outstanding actor. a natural and convincing manner.
been as yet marked interference
Jack Reardon, Marshall Stone, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberta, Patsy Creel
and
the
Cathedral,
is
a
substantial
The
most
wonderful
place
in
the
Supporting Mr. Carroll in the Edwin Waite, who played Julian
with practices of the church, bu;
Sports Department
production, is Doreen Jones, who H. Dole, made himself up to be the world is Fort Myers, where people building which houses the church we are well aware of the tnit
BiU Goldrick, Ralph Siedel, Nancy Morrison, arge Watson
played his wife Catherine; al- type anticipated, very well. With have pink bathtubs on their front offices. The Archbishop and his motivation of those who would ia.
assistant
received
us
with
considerthough a most attractive woman a strong voice, sturdy appearance, lawns and "the moon is three times
pose these new rules upon uj.
Member
in an attractive part, one feels and handlebar mustache, he was as big as anywhere else". Pat able elation. He welcomed an They are materialists whose philos.
ftssoclded Cbile6iate FVesj
Mrs- Jones could have captured the very convincing as the "Tool and went down there as assistant so- American group, to tell his side of ophy is fundamentally opposed to
spirit of the part with a little more Die Company" man from Worces- ciety editor of the News Press last the church conflict which i
Diitributor of
reason and who would rather ^
r, but they soon discovered vides the nation. In essence, his
vitality. Virginia Estes, who por- ter. Grace Hill, who played Marmuch further. We in Prague an
^
0>lle6ide Difiest
trayed Eleanor Apley, acted in garet the Maid, Ernest Kilroe, who her affinity for making surveys on statement follows:
not opposed to the basic ideas rep.
le struggle with the Gottwald
bjects like "Do you think that
what
seemed,
an
intense
and
vica-,
played
Wilson
the
butler,
and
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
resented
by the current governthat gave her part Frank Hersey, who played Henry, sex education should begin at the government has reached an im- ment and embodied in legislation
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
passe.
Negotiations have been
as
the
Apleys*
daughter,
a
stim-1
the
Epilogue-butler,
were
all
done
age
of
two?",
and
for
writing
such
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
for social security and the exteabroken
off.
The
government
has
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, ulating interpretation of this role, j very well, ahd in the amusing parts eye-catching headlines a s :
confiscated church property with- sion of government ownership
Burping Bookkeeper Disrupts
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be Randolph Walker, as John Apley, i the maximum response came forth,
compensation and desires to What we object to are the meani
-^i^h Howard Bailey directing,
Delicate Machinery of US Mint
found ufon investigation to be among ihe extraordinary qualities of the son, seemed well cast for the
by which these changes are to bt
part, with understanding of the I the cast underwent two weeks of and from then on her time was not eliminate the church from the conthe
Sandsfur.
character he played; however, one strenuous direction in the perfect- her own, except for the Monday trolling position in education and to placed in operation. We canncn
tolerate
the disruption of propertf
break
the
power
of
the
church
presfelt on occasion that his apparent jn^ of the smallest details and ere. night square dances and bridge
Hail and farewell!
tige. The church is old. It has rights with no insuran
until two every morning.
This issue marks the end of a three term orgy of journal- stage consciousness detracted from ating their roles; the result being games
come through many battles over pensation. The church is not opQueried by customs officials ir
ncerity of his lines. Rose that a play was created that proistic license, for we are about to get a retread in the editorial
the centuries. It has reservoirs of posed to reform. Indeed, the papil
department. Next week will see the young bloods in charge Dresser, who played Amelia, Geo. duced a distinct illusion of the nar- Cuban airport last spring as to her power which will once again save encyclicals embody basic refomu
birthplace, Pat, flustered at being
Apley's sister, produced her part
as they unsheathe their pens to battle for your votes.
it. In Czechoslovakia, the oppo- but these reforms cannot be forcec
row provincialism during that perIt would seem that this is-the apropos time for the out- very smoothly, and offered a vigor iod of Boston's history. The pro- summoned from the ladies room sition to the church stems from the
people by a small minority
voice and action that created a
by a loud speaker, answered, "I unfortunate attachment which it
going editor to sound the depths of wisdom that his long
which wishes to uproot the chunl
duction was very smooth as a
tenure has imparted to him, and to laud the beneficial ef strong and well-defined personality whole, the cast was a well coordi- was washing my feet." Calming had with the Hapsburg monarchy. from its proper place
in contrast to George Apley's,
down
a
little,
she
was
forced
to
fects of arduous toil and the exhilaration of accomplishment,
This made many good Catholics go omy.
as well as mentioning the insight into the nature of mankind Henry Jacobs, who played Roger nated team, and a well constructed admit that she wasn't quite sure
that has been granted him since starting on the publication, Newcombe, Amelia's husband, ob- set all helped to make this the where she had been born, but
viously was amused with the part most finished production of the thought that it was in Oakland.
winding up with a eulogy to his readers, and how he
Later her mother told her that it
hates to leave—^but let us not get maudlin. I'm not going and entered into the spirit of it year.
San Francisco, but if Pat
anywhere. Chances are that any one of the candidates can
ever returns to Cuba, she'll have
turn out equally good or (ghastly thought) better Sandspurs
to stick to her former story.
than those of the past few terms, for they have had the adwere
followed
everywhi
By Ken Brown
vantage of working on other papers and learning the differSince then she has traveled all
Outside my ward in the veterans guards, but there were s man]
ence between good and bad journalism; a distinction which
over the country, finally landing
the Sandspur has often blithely overridden.
DeLand where she lives with her hospital where I received treat- others around loose that it
Jack Mehlek
mother, her sister Judy, and a ment for a short time, I noticed ficult to believe they w
That's about all there is to say. I've muffed, mangled,
cellent and appropriate quips:
day that a bush of red roses mentally disturbed, I made it i
and committed unutterable sins of format, but you have "Don Juan'*
Villain: Ah, Don Juan. Yes, I Cocker Spaniel named Casey beihe's a strawberry blond. had burst into bloom. The delicate, point, however, never to win
been very patient, and it has been pleasant working for you. Errol Flynn, somewhat of a cut- have heard much about you. You
scented
petals seemed so foreign too high a score when I p4aye4
—P.B.S.
up in real life, is thoroughly con- must hire your friends to spread Her mother, incidentally, is the
best cook in Florida, and is willing and defiant there, surrounded by ping pong with one of them.
vincing as the screen's Don Juan. your fame.
prim
brick
walls, acres of green
to
make
a
spectacular
rum-cake
Errol: Not at all. My publicity
This adventure is very similar to
Very few men are selfgrass, and the too-clean smell.
ail the other medieval melodramas has always been taken care of for (her hand always slips when dousabout their ugliness while
A
nurse
noted
my interest. "It a hospital. There is always somf
ing
the
cake
with
rum)
for
any
me
free.
—especially those starring Flynn.
as planted by Pete and Louise," one a bit uglier, or in greater pain
This time our tongue-in-cheek LoAnd making the role completely and all visitors.
she said. "Pete, a small, homely, or facing a more serious operation
thario starts things off by gum- applicable, Flynn states: "There
Although she has the highest
ming up a treaty with England, is a bit of Don Juan in every man. average ever to be made at Rol- ignorant farmhand was a GI ward When a newcomer who looks northen checking out for old Spain But since I am Don Juan there lins, Pat is proudest of the day boy here. He had a heart of gold mal learns that they don't give
and often visited patients in other damn if he is appalled, he soot
Thursday, February 24
and home while hotly pursued by must be more of it in me!"^
she got through a whole lunch, in
wards when he heard they were ceases to feel that half-ashamed
4:00—Martin Series, Congregational Church.
an army of Limeys. Soon after his
spite of all teasing, without blush'having a rough time of it'. That repulsion. It seems that we hati
2:30—"Hamlet", Annie Russell Theatre.
return he flirts with Queen Maring,. Also proud of her curly red
was how he met Louise, a beautiful those we have hurt; it is mud
7:15—Tertullia, Casa Iberia.
garet (Viveca Lindfors), and suc- Cheers for Liz
hair, she was upset to find that Dr.
8:30—"Hamlet", Annie Russell Theatre.
More than factory productior Collier wrote down as his two WAC suffering from cancer, soon more difficult to hate someone
ceeds in making an enemy of her
after she had been moved into a can't hurt. Soon one makes u
Friday, February 25
shortcomings
are
injuring
Hollyscheming aide (Robert Douglas),
identifying characteristics for her,
private room. Their friendship amazing discovery. These men anJ
2:30—"Hamlet", Annie Russell Theatre.
who is done up in curling mus- wood today. The disgusting antics "Brown eyes and small mouth."
grew steadily and quietly into love. women are human beings—the oM
4:30—Student Recital, Dyer Memorial.
tachios and sneers. The only way of stars like Hayworth and MitchWhile pinchhitting as editor of Just before Pete was discharged
7:30—Phi Mu Pledge Party.
that I ould tell that Douglas was um are examples enough of Hollythe Sandspur for one hectic term, and returned to his home, a thou- master sergeant with whom I »«:
8:00—Two All-Star basketball games, Gym.
a conniving used-car salesman wood defiance of good taste and
Pat discovered that six hours of sand miles away, they planted that he had little scabs on his fact'
8:30—'"Hamlet", Annie RusseU Theatre.
common
decency.
who happened upon the set, was
sleep a night really isn't necessary, rosebush together where Louise where skin cancer was being bun
Sunday, February 27
by his annoying habit of slicing at
ed out. —And the ex-WAC cif
Lizabeth Scott has never partic- and she's been trying to cut'down
could always see it from her room.
9:45—Morning Meditations.
people with his pearl-handled fenc- ularly impressed me as being much
on that figure since, often with That was over a year ago. Having tain with advanced syphilis. Thej
8:15—Two-Piano Recital, Annie Russell Theatre.
ing foil. Romney Brent makes a of an actress—:that is until she
disastrous results. But editing the no family, she seemed to devote all aren't warped monstrosities. Thej'
Monday, February 28
weak-kneed, ridiculous King Philip, cently clicked with Dick Powell in
Sandspur has its rewards, such as of her attention to that bush, me- are kind, considerate, patient—y**
Golf clinic and exhibition golfing, Dubsdread.
who is completely dominated by "Pitfall". The other day I read
an eternally filled mail box, includ- ticulously watering and cultivat- and yet that word seems so inadf
Tuesday, March 1
the above Rathbone-Hke character. thought-provoking little gem in tl
ing that wonderful Clipsheet of ing it. But Louise's condition is quate. They have had time to thini
7:30—Pi Phi Pledge Party.
and to read and to observe. ThoJ(
Within a short time Don is "in newspaper, which I consider to be the Board of Temperance of the worse now—hasn't left her r
Wednesday, March 2
who can not see just think and taB
like Flynn", taking charge of all one of the cleverest, most diplo- Methodist Union, and the time that for two months."
5:00—Phi Beta meeting.
and
listen. Some just think.
matic,
reputation-saving
moves
yet
the Queen's soldiers and ladies in
Prexie asked for 70 copies of a
Early one morning a few days
waiting. That is, until our villain made in Hollywood, It seems that per that she put out criticizing
But the dances are different
pounces upon the scene to ruin Liz, co-starring with Marijuana action of the college. He sent it after speaking with the nurs
Then the ugly ones stay
Bob Mitchum in "The Big Steal", to friends and associates all over happened to look out of my i
ime of Errol's fanciest coats.
wards, go to the movies,
The costumes and coloring are collapsed on the set and had to be the country as an example of the dow — and there was a brightly beer. Sometimes they go to ti*
dressed
little
fellow,
who
looked
rushed
to
the
hospital.
According
original, independent thinking that
lavish; the musical score coincides
a bit like Country Cousin Elmer, dance and sit unobtrusively in
with the action. Let's not go into to her doctors she will need a short was being done on the campus.
gaily gathering a bouquet of red corner eating cake and drinkinf
dio has disappeared so the students the characterization. And, oh yes, rest before appearing in another
By John Whitmire
unspiked punch. That was why
For Pat is above all an Inde- roses for a pale but smiling girl
movie
.
.
.
nice
maneuvering,
Liz,
The survivors of the Lakeland in Mr. Greason's classes have gone the script affords Errol some exwas so surprised when I first si*
pendent, in thought and action. She a wheelchair.
back
to
humming
incoherently
to
trip have returned and have manthem dancing together. I had ^^
did an excellent job as president
There
are
hundreds
of
terrible
aged to divulge that the show there themselves again. Maybe we'd betof the Independent Women last tragedies walking around a hos- the man before. His body had be*
was very good and the trip an en- ter get a piano. While the reyear, and is now turning her en- pital like Valley Forge in Penn- badly burned, but his face ^
moval of the phonograph is a loss,
joyable one.
ergies toward honors work on Ten- sylvania. The plastics are the been most exposed to the flaraf*
The sculpture studio is really the students in 132 have not missed
nyson's "In Memoriam". After all, worst. It's diff^icult to enjoy one's He had practically no hair left'
humming with creation these days. it too much because Kit Bowen has
geniuses aren't expected to be first meal with people sitting a- just scar tissue—and fresh sl^
Jean Hagon's dynamic plaque de- been giving some moving oral read- or, Why Teachers and Editors Get head. I really expected to, but I practical, and Pat can blissfully
round here and there in the mess was growing, by means of a graP
various
textbooks.
picting shmoos is certainly unusu- ings from
overlook wet feet and burnt fingers hall minus noses, ears, chins—or onto what once had been
Old Before Their Time.
went out instead.
al. Miss Ortmayer isn't exactly Among them "Birds of the Orient",
while
contemplating
a
row
of
A
By Bob Elman
with a sausage-like skin graft ex- But now here he was, dancing 'ffi*'
I says to the girl, "I got to write
clear on what a "shmoo" is, but she *'Forever Amber" and "How to use
pluses from Dr.Starr and Dr. Con- tending from the arm to the ear. a girl—or was it a woman ? It ^
I didn't have much time to look
had to admit that they were "in- oil paints, win friends, influence around for news this week, because something for English and I was
Who couldn't?
That's not the picture we have of impossible to estimate their
wondering
could
you
help
me."
people, and eat at the same time".
teresting sculptural shapes".
accurately; she looked as hf
my English prof pulled a fast one, "That's not fair," she says at first,
hero. A hero to most of us is Seeing them together gave me '^
Somebody had better put padding Each volume contains hints which and made us write a theme. She but after I talked to her for a
tall, broadshouldered, sun tanall over the art history class room. are essential for the well-balanced
ly gave us seven days to do it; while she give me some sugges- this morning either. When we got ned fellow who dives his jet plane, strangest sensation I have ev?
Every time the lights are turned artist to know.
but I went right to work, and came tions. "How about writing on back from the ride, we was both sinks an enemy destroyer with one experienced. I was happy. La*^
late for classes, and I couldn't see
out to use the slide machine Miss
The student-faculty exhibit is the up with this.
doorknobs, or buttons and bows, or cutting just to write a darn theme. bomb, and comes back to claim his I asked about them and learD*
that they were married and ^{ \
Cameron runs into the chairs, the highlight of interest for les bosomething. That would be origtousle haired blond at Vassar—or two children. An oil stove ^^^^\ 't|
tables, and sometimes even the hemes the past few days. The show (Title): GREAT EXPECTATIONS inal." "Yeah," I says, "but I think Next thing I new it was lunch
time, which was 1 o'clock, and I eat Rollins.
ploded in their small home wiii"! \
students! Miss Cameron, who al- will run until March 1. We were (Begin here): The other day my she wants it written on paper."
lot, which kept me busy till my
Everyone who walked around the he was a serviceman. There «*i \
ternates between professor and art all disappointed that Elsie Shaw English teacher give me a theme
You see, I wanted to humor her, 2 o'clock class, which was tennis.
hospital wore two piece pajama- no information about the childr"' ^^
librarian has a hard time warding didn't have some of her work
signment, but she didn't tell me but I figured she was high so I
(I hope the teacher notises this like suits, and one didn't know if Many times I saw them togeth* ^
oflf some of the more "enthusiastic" brought over from the Louvre but what to write on. Well, I been took her home.
last sentence cause it's got all them
man sitting next to him in the after that. They seemed happ'^ \
winter tourists, who frequent her Shaw, Rollins answer to Gertrude worrying about it ever since. What
Then I was going to get to work dependent pharaizes, which she was
Red Cross or PX was an enlisted
library, in order to find time for of Windsor were in Paris and that
1 English teacher for, I says to this morning, but she phoned me
an most of the patients.
tfj
officer, or veteran. Most of
her other duties. The battle is she couldn't deprive them of the myself, if she don't tell you what she wanted to get up early and talking about.
That brings us to this afternoon,
nen wore blue; it was rumored
They reminded me of Pete a^^ J=i
still going strong and it's any- pleasure of seeing her work. Md. to write on? I finally decided that meet me for a car-ride. She's goodand
I
had
good
intentions,
but
I
that
those
who
had
been
issued
red
body's game!
Louise—and
yet
they
were
diff*[1
\
Shaw, ollins answer to Gertrude last night I'd just sit down and looking and I got on will-power
The phonograph in the main stu.
Love is such a delicate ^- ^
(Continued on Page 4)
write anything that come into my any-how, so I didn't do no writing [ heard that this is what the road were from the psycho ward. A
(Continued on page 3)
few of the patients who wore red ance,
( ^
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Driftin' Back

The Bookworm

I have come to two conclusions:
A.—Nobody gives enough of a
Pat Meyer
Bunny and Arbie spent Saturday
Dear friends, relatives, and
hoot about good or bad theatre to
Gamma Phi Gadding!
the sea collecting information and
write about it.
Orchids, or perhaps I should say at Daytona working on a tan. Pat | ic-lovers (and you, too, Bob El- MASTER OF THE GIRL PAT
As Spawned by Jim McMenemy
generally raising hell of his own
B.—Those who would be written ^^^^s, to the Thetas for one of the Burgoon returned from Indian Riv-! man): This week I'm going to By Captain Dod Orsbome
I got looking a t 1940 Sandspurs
To say that Dod Orsborne had particular devising. In North Afabout probably wouldn't give a ^.?^* dances of the year; and to er City with black hair. E l a i n e ' t r y something new; the Wax Muthe othej? night and they were very
the weather man for being
Brackett is ignoring the tennis seum is going to be written in led a fabulous life is an understate- rica he dynamited a warehouse full enlightening. It seems that the
hoot what '
said.
, operative.
courts while she nurses a bad arm. straight. Triple-A English, so that ment, to say that he has led the of planes and a railroad bridge, only thing our predecessors had on
Monica and Sarah Heartburn Its good to see Ann Garretson out even members of Dr. Wagner's type of life that everybody dreams both of which had been a source of
Congratulations to Jerry Walker
about is nearer the truth. The in- comfort to Spain's General Franco. their minds was ratting . . . and
English class can understand it.
for his review of "Mrs. Frazer". , spent the week end at Lakeland of the hospital so soon.
trepid captain has, at one time or Then he sabotaged a boat load of in its strictest form. The Sandfor
the art conference, and Marge
Don't miss Laurence Olivier's
At least Jerry wasn't afraid to say
another,
been a ship commander, French rifles. Stunts like this gave spur consisted of eight big pages
what he thought, which is a definite • and Harriet journeyed to Sarasota "Hamlet" this week at the Annie
THE MAN I LOVE. For those pearl fisher, commando, tiger hunt- Orsborne the reputation of being and at least five and sometimes
Russell. It's well worth the adstep in the right direction. All he to stay with Marge's folks.
six consisted of telling the fresher,
explorer,
ihtelligence agent, a freebooter who sold his
who
like
the
tune,
this
is
obviously
mission price!
needs to do now is to "acquire and
men that they had better wa.tch
the record. Tex Beneke gives it beachmaster, and general soldier of td the highest bidder.
Alpha Phi Lambda
beget a temperance that may give
out . . . the lake was pretty cold
many color changes as it is passed fortune.
Well
we
all
got
through
FoundLambda
Chi
News
Eventually the navies of four . . . so carry those matches around,
it smoothness".
Orsborne, or whoever wrote the
ers' Week. Nothing lost; nothing
We'uns had a right fine inishia- from the brass intro (that means
nations, Spain, France, Italy, and etc. They really went in for that
introduction), through the saxes, book, is the master of a simple
Well, the late "Late George Ap- found except Paul Binner's hair. shun last Friday night and roped strings, French horn, moody solo tyle that grasps the reader's at- England (the latter unaware of his stuff in a big way back there in '40
ley" can be chalked up now as an- We all served as ushers one place a lot o' new blood into Lambda trumpet, pizzicato movement, Tex's tention on the first page and leads connection with their own intelli . . . which prompts me to drift back
other bright feather in the Rollins or another—Freddy, Charlie John- Chi. Right nice bunch o' boys . . . tenor sax, and ensemble closing. it by the hand through a legion of gence), were hot on his tail. With to the fall of '48 at our own meagre
his pursuers closing in around him, attempt at ratting . . . and the
Theatrical cap. Mr. Carroll seem- son, Bob, Paul, Paul, Jack and me. Bob Garbutt, Joe Simanaro, Josh POINCIANA, the reverse, is "
-raising adventures. Such an
Poole, Jack Mehlek, Don Cobb,
he sailed his ship, without com- howls that were heard . . . I would
ed favorably impressed with the All!
The dance was swell. Under thi Bud Johnson, Tom Larson, George same abbreviated arrangement that adventure is an expedition along passes, charts, fuel or food, from have enjoyed observing some of the
show and the cast in general se
a
South
American
river
in
quest
of
Glenn
Miller
previously
recorded
the coast of Africa 2,600 miles Doubting Thomases we have around
ed quite favorably impressed with stars and the influence we waltzed Munson, and Bob Ellis. We is for V-Discs.
a missing aviator. When the going
across the ocean to South America. here wrestling with our forefathers
him. Good experience was had by to Ed Cushing's subtle beat. Mil- mighty proud to have them with us,
gets rough the leader of the exton, Stan and Lloyd entertained the and of course they is mighty luiky
Captain Orsborne's adventures of nine years ago. They would
WOODY HERMAN. For tl
pedition
steals,
the
boat
and
flees,
rive gauche while Donald and Miss to latch on to sech a fine group of who like the band, this is obviously
are by no means unfamiliar to have had quite a time , . . you know
Hush looked starry-eyed into thi American lads as the Lambda Chis. the record: FOUR BROTHERS, leaving Orsborne and his compan- American readers; much of the that was really rough in the old
The next show coming up in the
ions
stranded
in
the
jungle.
About
far-beyond. There was a forest Ah Said it and ah'm glad.
beautifully recorded, clean- two pages later Orsborne's friends "Girl P a t " has been serialized in days . . . if you were seen without
Annie Russell is "The Little
fire too.
Life Magazine. Both those read- your ratcap, boy, you might be seen
They is a triangle a t work midst ly played tune, with solos going to vanish and he is left alone.
Foxes", an interesting drama about
John T. Murphey attended the our happy little group. The vertex the four brotherly saxists, Herbie
ers who read the Life articles and without your head the next day . . .
a greedy family's attempt to exThere is a thriller of a chapter
ploit a dying man for his money. State Progressive Party meeting is Sabe Pollart and the hypotenuse Steward, Serge Chaloff, Stan Getz, on tiger hunting, reminiscent of those who didn't will want the now, the worst penalty is getting
book.
That' and Zoot Simms in (I suspect) that
to kiss H. B. Baxter or Happy
Among those cast are Nan Van at Jacksonville this week end. He'f is Big George Franklin.
Jim
Corbejtfs
bestselling
"Man
Clark . . . golly maybe they didn't
, Zile, Jim Bartlett, Jerry Honaker, pleased to announce that the meet- either hypotenuse or hippopote order. On the back, NO TIME, Eaters of Kumaon".
Woody's vocal is pleasant, and he
have it so bad after all . . . I just
Jean Cartwright, Jack Belt, Betty ing was unsegregated. He will be nuse.
This
writer
qualified
for
the
But
by
far,
the
most
exciting
glad
to
discuss
his
trip
with
all
Phil Hayes shot a 47 on the link; plays enough alto to warrant his
said maybe, Happy.
Pottinger, Pearl Jordan, "Corky"
parts of the book deal with Ors- Boob-of-the-Month Club last week
yestiddy which is right fine shootin sticking to that instrument
Scarborough and Fred Taylor. those who are interested.
We had a good football team . . .
Congratulations to the "Apley" cornsiderin he's no i
stead of clarinet. The song was borne's intrigues in the Mediter- by beating out a book review and
There is plenty of room for charI
believe Jack McDowall was
ranean
as
an
agent
for
British
inatly
omitting
the
title
of
the
Mighty fine dance was held out originally Chopin's Waltz ir
acterization in the parts that these crowd. Very good job, you all.
telligence. Equipped with a fast book. In case anyone was inter- threatening to resign . . .
Carnation
of
the
week
goes
to
at
Dubsdread
Country
Club
the
Sharp
Minor.
people play. I t should be a lot of
moving
little
ship
disguised
as
a
ested
it
was
"Dawn
Sails
North"
The
other two pages were taken
fun working on this kind of a show. Tom Mullen. He made his bed on other night. Gived by the Thetas
EUPHORIA. For those who like fishing boat, he ranged up and down by Robert Dean Frisbie,
up with talk of the draft . . . some
Sunday.
in honor of Four Roses or sump'
Jackie
Cain,
this
is
obviously
the
people,
one in an editorial, didn't
Respectfully,
That's about all ah guess. Yep
Just as a finish, there have been
record. The false state of hape anybody would ever get
Co-ed—"Oh yes; I went WednesDerf
ah guess that's about all.
quite a few cases of certain peopiness, which the title suggests, is
day night but I thought that was drafted . . . moral . . . don't beP.S.—Thanks
for
all
your
aid.
Tar-Delt
News
ple who have turned down small
belied by the performance, an alterrible. We only stayed 20 min- lieve editorials . . . you know, I'm
The Rollins Chapter Delta Chi
parts in plays because they "didn't Uncle Clay.
most jubilant one, of Charlie's new
getting tired , . , so long.
utes. I t was so dull."
takes pleasure in announcing the
have time" or they "wanted to
band, led by Jackie and Roy Krai
Y.M.—"What did you think of
Alpha
Phi
Phun
pledging of Damon Lyons, a Cotake a rest" when the real reason
in unison with the leader's tenor.
Leo Carroll?"
The tallest tree in Florida is beBeta Lambda Chapter of Alpha lumbia University transfer from
was that they thought the part
By
Gerry
Walker
The excitement gets out of hand
Co-ed—"Which one was h e ? "
was beneath them. I wonder if Phi announces with pleasure the Manhasset, Long Island.
Friday morning around 11 a.m. Y.M.—"He played George Apley, lieved to be an ancient cypress at
when Charles starts imitating worn
Longwood, near Sanford.
In the "Missing Links" departthose same people would be "too initiation of Mary Louis Ratherauto brakes in his second or screech the following conversation was the man who comes on in the top
busy" to take leads under the same mell, Sarah Shute, Bettie Deholzer, ment stand "Fore" Schatz and chorus.
overheard between a Rollins co-ed hat and black coat."
Co-ed—"Well, I'll ;
Paula Wren on February 15, Pledge R. A, who insist there's
circumstances ? It seems to me
and a young man outside CloverCo-ed—"Oh, I didn't get to see Loose."
nothing like putting an empty
that they just wouldn't try out for 1949.
SOME OTHER TIME. For those leaf. I t went like this:
him.
We
left
so
early.
We
got
Y.M.—"Good-bye,"
shaving
cream
jar
to
improve
your
Thanks to the Thetas for the
leads if they didn't have time.
who like pretty vocals, this is obYoung man—"I'm afraid Jack there late, too,"
Leads take more time than walk- lovely Rose Ball Saturday night. game! "Chessie" Betzold, prize- viously the record. Done by Herb Belt won't like the reviewer when
Y.M.—"Mr. Carroll is a very
ons. Interesting, isn't it, how some Usual Alpha Phi couples were winning bunkstretcher (runner-up Jeffries, it has a strong, impressive he reads this."
noted actor and had the show on
people, when they get parts that there except Jupe and Ginger . . . Sam Burchers) is directing one of vocal, and a rich background by
Co-ed—-"Well, which one is h e ? " Broadway for three years,"
THOMPSON-REEVES
are smaller than they wanted, sud- Jupe went to Tampa for the week his many talents toward the repair Buddy
Baker.
The backup,
Y.M.—"Oh, he was in 'The First
Co-ed—"I've heard a lot about
of
DC
lodge.
We
are
wondering
denly discover that they have "just end.
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI, Mrs. Eraser'"
Jewelers
him
I
guess.
I
thought
he
was
heaps of school work to catch up
Sunday night saw Louie giving who thinks that a general turnover is lush, mellow, smooth, and other
Co-ed—*'I saw him in that play
on"?
a program a t the Alabama Hotel of trophies and charters is neces- adjectives associated with this sort at the Annie Russell, bundling; down for the Animated Magazine."
Y.M.—"No."
sary ? Was it those little dears of thing.
for Phi Beta,
what was the name of it? Oh, yes,
the Alpha Phi pledges last
Rumor has it that our own Janie
Best Foot Forward' or something;
Art Contest—
IVES: SONATA NO. 2, This is
The Chi 0-KA
Marshman will grace us with .her Friday night?
I thought he was very good."
(Continued from page 1)
presence in the near future. How- ance was a humdinger? Who an extraordinary achievement. It
.M.—"Don't you mean 'Pursuit
ing new works of today's American
ever, we won't know when until took the pains to decorate so well! is a piano sonata:written from 1909 of Happiness'? That was Ranny
and French artists will be achieved
to 1915, which contains the germs
—Porous
she gets here in the one and only Congrats.
Walker."
through the reproduction, on Hall
SILVER COACH D I N E R
pf most of the vital music which
Marshman fashion.
Co-ed—"Whatcha s a y ? "
mark Christmas cards, of selected
"Where the Gang Meets Every Night"
We were pleased to have Mona's Founder's Convocation— was to follow World War X, the
Y.M.—"Pursuit of Happiness."
paintings entered in the competiatonalists, Shonberg, Berg, et al,
parents,
the
James
Morris,
down
Co-ed—"Oh
yes;
that's
it."
(Continued
trom
page
1)
tion by artists of both countries.
Hindemith, neo-classical StravinY.M.—"Have you seen the latest
and the warm humanity of the pro- sky, with the accent on the first
In addition to prizes for winning during the past week.
ceedings of this last Convocation group. There are echoes of De- play a t the Annie Russell?"
paintings in both countries, royalPi
Phi
Patter
of Dr. Holt, Those who were presCo-ed—"Oh, you mean 'The First
ties will be paid on those paintings
nevitably,
but
more
of
the
It was a busy week for May- ent witnessed a rare and moving
Mrs. Carr—."
selected for Christmas-card use,
flower. The first of the week was panorama of the greatness that weighty mass of the contraputal
Y.M.—"The Late George Apley."
Visson statedorganization and free tonality of
installation
of
officers,
and
we'rt
America has produced. From the the Germans, within a frame which
Paintings received in the French
section will be judged this June in all thrilled with the nominations lowly, they come to high places;
more American in its literary
Paris by a committee of France's of Carolyn Alfred and Betty Abbott from the oppressed they rise to references than in its musical , . .
LAIRD RADIO
outstanding a r t authorities. The Smith for president and vice presi- honor. The Convocation was a
So that's the three-o mark for
SALES & SERVICE
dent
respectively.
They're
both
DANCING EVERY NIGHT
tribute
to
the
American
Way
of
French judges include Rene Huyanother time. Maybe next week
terrific
giris,
and
we
know
will
do
242 Park Avenue, S.
Life and will never be forgotten as
ghe, director of paintings and
I'll revert to the spectacular verPHONE
123
drawings of the Louvre Museum; well for "the wine and silver blue". such.
nacular, so don't give up, hoppers.
Jean Cassou, director of the French Nitse is our new recording secreMilton E. Schwartz
"Where the Gang Meets"
Jug
Museum of Modern A r t ; Philippe tary, and Jolie is continuing a s
treasurer.
Huisman, former director general
The Theta dance found many of
of Pine Arts in France; and Ray114 i'AHK AVENUE
Leader Shoe Shop
THK
mond Cogniat, inspector-in-chief of us whirling around the dance floor
Fine Arts in France. The winning at Dubs, Honored Pi Phi was
528 Park Avp., So.
DE
LUXE
1^1 SIT THEJ_ J_INTIMATI
French paintings will be shown a t Bick" Hilliard, graduate of last
Winter Park, Fla.
the Wildenstein galleries in Paris June! It was swell seeing you
PACKAGE STORE
in June, then will be shipped to back Bick! Come back soon.
White was the popular color
America for international judging
and a public showing early next Sunday afternoon when some of us
offers a special discount to
SINGLETON'S
December a t the Wildenstein Gal- ushered at the Animated Magazine.
, , ,

Overheard

SCHWEIZER^S

PARK

A V E N U E BAR

'Tl'^T

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

leries in New York. A committee We all thought it was a wonderful
of outstanding American a r t au-1 "edition" of The Magazme,
hot tip that Bobbie
thorities will judge the American
'^^^^ Sot
and Don Matchett will be seeing
section's paintings.
a
lot
of
each
other
from now on!
Early in 1950 nationwide showings of the awaj"d-winning paintngs will get under way in major
Am^ric«n cities.

Slinging Horsefeathers—
(Continued from pa^e 2)
to hell is paved with, so I went
swimming instead.
Tonight I had another date but
I was still conshientious and I did
not talk about nothing else but
what should I write on. I t was
this same girl, and she got sore
and wanted to go home, so what
could I do? Naturally, I had to
quit talking about it and forget
it, cause which is more important,
my girl or a darn theme? Well,
finally I took her home. She acted
awful cold when we got to the
door; so if she was going to act
that way I decided to come home
and write this thing after all.
It's 12:15 now, and I'm still
slaving away a t it, trying to make
it good cause it's the first one I've
had to do this term. I know I'm
not much good a t writing, like
some of the kids in the class; and
maybe I make a grammer mistake
here and there. But when the
teacher reads this far, she'll see
how .much trouble I had writing
it and how hard I worked on it.
So I got great expectations for my
first theme this term.

Independent Fubar
Last week saw the return of
two former Independents. Arlene
Holub Dames came down for a
week's vacation with Joel and Julaine (youngest member of the
household). Alice Verilla drove
up from Tampa for a day with her
old cronies. She is to be married
Thursday to a boy from Virginia.
Best of luck, Vanilla.
Saturday's last performance of
"The Late George Apley" ended
Josette's gossiping on stage, P.J,'s
keeping track of her knitting rows
by means of lights on the board,
and Jinx's dashing into the green
room screaming, "You've got two
pages." They said it was a real
pleasure working wtih Leo Carroll.

GULF SERVICE

party and picnic groups

K N I I B N E n - o t Hi. bw
Hert O'OemrM Mnred S • • 7 p.m.

Across from the Rollins Campus
PHONE 557

306 E. PARK AVENUE

MAYFAIR INN
SANFORD, nORIDA

lohr-lea shop
FOR SPRING VACATION

—for your trip North
all designed by Sehiaparelli
SPORT SHOP

J. CALVIN MAY

Bonnie Jean

Hunting and Fishing Supplies
and All Sporting Equipment

Distinctive Jewelry
-^

Expert repair on
—tennis rackets

all sizes—and introducing
352 PARK AVE.

160 Park Ave.

Meet Me At The

TEPEE
JACK AND GENE

New White Stag Shorts

Charmene
Gabardine Suits

if

Co-ordinates

if

Bernardo Sandles

Across from
Colony Theatre

118 Park Ave., S.

Ph. 859-M

Your Dry Cleaning

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Prescriptions

—

Drugs

Free Delivery

Will Receive Expert Care by Us
WE DO BERLOU GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFING — GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS

Reliable Cleaners, Inc.
140 W. Fairbanks

Rollins Most Popular Rendezvous
Your Hosts

-^
•^

-A' Bathing Suits

Fine Watch Repairing

—guna
—rods and reels

Colorful new cottons—

—for Beach Parties

102 Park Ave., N. — Phone 603 — Winter Park

ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE
(Between A & P and Piggly Wiggly Storts)

ROLLINS

FOUR

TARS and FEATHERS

FUrE, PEEPLES
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SANDSPUR

Delta Chi's
Lead In Crew

ROLUNS NEITERS
TREATED ROYIILLY
AT PALM BEACH

COEDS !N SPORTS

By Cecil VanHoose
wards or guards that Adolph Rupp
Alpha Phi; Jeannie Wiselogel, D^g
Nancy Morrison
Over at the Air Base the other can produce.
Golf matches are monopolizing Travis, and Corky Hall, Pi PI,].
In the big upset of the week, the
night the undefeated X Club basnot only the girls intramurals at Dixie Koos, Ruth Schmidt, and
Now my brother, Robert, isn't
Delta Chi oarsmen nosed out the
ketball team found itself in a barRollins, but it is also the major Frances Burnett, Chi Omega; and
as shrewd in the business field as
top-seeded Lambda Chi outfit by
rel of trouble along about halfhighlight a t Dubsdread Country Marty Rowsey, Kappa.
my old man who once collected
about two feet Friday afterno
By Ewing McAlIester
time. They were on the short end
Club where the International MixMany of the coeds and the boys
$98,000 when his flour mill burned
The Lambda Chis never could
of a 44-20 count and things in
ed
Two Ball is being played this on the Rollins golf teams will b^
Rollins
tennis
players
did
not
down. But at the age of 14, Robseem to get going while the Delta
general looked pretty unstable.
Last Saturday afternoon on our
participating in the International
find life hard to take while stay- week.
Chis rowed their best race to d
ert
was
making
$3,000
a
year
buyThen the boys started churning on
number one tennis court at 2 o'ing at the beautiful home of Mrs. golf tournament, which wil Istart Two Ball Tournament at Dubsdread
Friday was a day of close ra
all five cylinders. Turning on the ing and selling used bicycles. Robclock members of our boy's and as the X Club came through with Flagara Matthews in Palm Beach, sorority and Independent Women this week. Two of the strong Rolpower in the last half, they came ert claims that Mr. Tiedke isn't
the city where even aristocratic qualified for the annual intramural lins teams will be Betty Rowland
their
first
win
of
the
crew
season
going
to
raise
$150,000
per
year
girl's tennis teams gave an exfrom behind in the fourth quarter
at the expense of the luckless Al- Bostonians might find their pedi golf tournament, which wil Istart and Clyde Kelly and Alice O'Neal
to win by a score of 73 to 60. Play- by having these women around here hibition for the visiting Rollins
pha Phis. If the course had been grees equaled. Ask Norman Cope- next week. Betty Rowland, who and Pete Dye. Also competing
turn
off
the
lights
and
water
being a bangup game for the clubAlums. Two matches, a men's a few feet longer it might have land, Jane Freeman, Gardner Lar- will be playing for the Independent will be Judy Baker and Bill
bers were Buddy Tate, Harvard cause these women don't have to
doubles and a girl's singles, were been a different story as the dif- ned, or me how much fun we had Women, was the medalist qualify- O'Hara; Pug Klinefelter and Hugh
Cox, and Harry Hancock.
Art turn them off at home. He further
Hayes; and Cookie Swift and Juliference between the two shells' on the week end of February 4 ing vnth a low score of 36.
Swacker and Jim Kelly had to claims that the Treasurer isn't goIn the-2 o'clock opener Gus Peo- prows at the finish line was less w^hile playing tennis and dining
The other low qualifying scorers an Arnold.
leave the game via the foul route ing to raise it by cutting out the
with the well-to*do.
ples and Billy Windom played Tom than six inches.
Peggy Kirk, a former Rollim";
and
their
scores
were:
Pug
Klinehot
meals
in
the
Center
because
and ditto for two of the airmen.
Mulloy and Norman Copeland.
On Thursday, February 17, the
felter, Theta, 39; Clara Massack, student, is the defending champion '^
When we rang the bell on
About 50 Rollins students were on hot meals aren't a big business.
Each team took one set in the two l a m b d a Chis won going away from iron-grated door of the Matthews Independent,
39; Judy Baker, and will be playing again this
hand.
My friends, Rollins is like my set match. Peoples and Windom the Alpha Phis in the first race, home, a dozen English maids dress- Theta, 40; Cookie Swift, Theta, 43; year. Babe Zaharias, Patty Berg,
My little brother, Robert, isn't cousin, Charlie B. Van Hoose, who had little trouble taking the first and the Kappa Alpha crew turned ed in shiny black uniforms flitted Jean Clancy, Kappa, 44; and Billie Louise Suggs and numerous other
the smartest person I have ever was starving to death when all the set scoring a 6-2 victory. In the on the steam to beat the Sigma toward us from all directions. They Moore, Kappa, 51. Others who nationally known golf stars in
seen, (I've looked in a mirror.) but time there were millions of gallons second set, however, the MuUoywere followed by a huge, hairy have entered the competition a r e : both the women's and men's enNus . the
one time a traveing psychologist of oil on the 40-acre farm he owned. Copeland team turned the tables,
Wednesday saw the Delta Chis sheep-hound. Having entered the Penny Drinkwater, Peg Lawwill tries will be playing for the title.
came through the hills of Kentucky Now, Cousin Charlie has 2 caddi- and by keeping a slight lead
eke out a win over the Alpha Club mansion, we were shown our and Polly Clark, Gamma Phi; MarGood luck to the Rollins twogiving I.Q. tests and little Robert lacs, 2 tractors, a private bar, and throughout this set they succeedand the Lambda Chis beat the X rooms, whose spacious closets were ilyn Hoffman, and Penny Crane, somes, we will be following you.
was promoted from the 7th to the all the women in the country after ed in winning the close set 6-4.
impressive in themselves, but they
Club by over a length.
9th grade at one whack—a triple- him. In short, he is a well adjustNorman Copeland was delivering
were
surpassed
by
the
bathrooms,
Tuesday the KAs rowed nicely,
who, in spite of the close rallies, usual little errands. I heard all
promotion. He doesn't play bas- ed personality.
his serve with great precision and outdistanced the X Club mariners which were large enough for recreketball but he has watched a great
laged to keep the upper hand in the women say they thought Larned
I understand
With a first class gymnasium and force, while in the opposite court in the opening go and the Delta ational purposes.
deal of it. He spent two years at
Gus Peoples was volleying sharp- Chis won from the Sigma Nus by Norman and Gardie wanted to see the match. Norman and "Bones- was "pretty darn good" to stay on
the Universtiy of Kentucky where the untapped reserves of Rollins' ly at the net and angling his
' (Lamed) almost won the men's even terms with Mulloy, the pride
all of the house but their knees
about a foot and a half.
basketball
players,
Rollins
could
they major in basketball and he
doubles but could not quite make
ground strokes with accuracy. All
The races scheduled for Satur- buckled from fatigue before they
and joy of the University of Miami,
was a fraternity brother (Sigma become like my Cousin Charley, a four of the boys displayed good net
it. Though Jane Freeman and I
day, February 19, and Monday, had gone through half of it.
Chi) of three All-American basket- financially well-adjusted college. games especially on their overhead
taged to get into the women's I agreed with these squealing laFebruary
21,
were
postponed
until
The royal dinners at the Mat- doubles finals by our splendid rep- die^. Larned was certainly holdball players. In fact, he was a Look how the Animated Magazine
Tuesday and Wednesday of this thews home were supposed to be
roommate of one of these Ali- has grown since 1927! from 500
people in Rec Hall to 7,000 and
In the girls match, which di- week due to Founder's Day week formal occasions, but fortunately etoire of hacked-up strokes, we insr his own.
Americans—Jim Jordan.
succumbed to Mrs. Rihbany, rankstanding room only in the Sandspur rectly followed the boys doubles end.
After the intermission, the fifth :'
Gardner Mulloy, a gi-aduate of Mied ten in this country, and her BosNow little Robert claims that Bowl. I imagine that there are match, Shirley F r y took over her
As the league now stands the ami, soon changed that idea. When
set began with beautiful exchanges .•
tonian partner, Virginia Boyer. The
Art Swacker could hold hs own a lot of people around here now teammate, Nancy Morrison, in a
Delta Chis are ahead with three I was afraid of turning over my
which
always ended with a word
with any of these three AU-Ameri- who, in 1927, claimed that hte An- two-set match by a score of 6-2,
mixed doubles found Gardie, Jane,
wins as against no losses; the milk or choking over my turkey,
cans. Of course he would need imated Magazine would never be 6-1. Good rallies and placements
m, and me defeated in the semi- of praise from the loser of the <
Lambda Chis are in second place Mulloy snatched a greasy potato
training
and coaching but the
finals,
but
"Bones-so"
said
I'd
betrally.
I have never seen a better
uccess. Rollins was a good were prevalent throughout the with a 3-1 record; KAs third with from a silver dish and threw it at
height and the aptitude are there. school without the magazine. HoU, match; however, Shirley proved to
2 wins and a single loss; X Club Larned, who was seated at the end ter not talk about the kind of play- display of strokes or of manners.
Robert also rates Buddy Tate and
other school in Florida had an be too steady and her shots were fourth with a 1-2 slate; followed by of the long, antique table. I was ing we four horsemen did in this There was no slinging of rackets
Bob Smathers along with any for- animated magazine.
too deliberate for her opponent.
the Alpha Phis who have won one still a little afraid of making a so- division.
or hog-calling across the net.
and lost three; and in last place, cial blunder until I saw Mr. Mulloy Though we don't like to think
Once or twice Larned showed his
the Sigma Nus with a zero-three grab the black cat and put the about the mixed doubles play, we generosity by offering "Coach"
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
filthy thing on the Belgian white- are proud of the showing Mr. Lar- Mulloy some of his orange "peprecord.
-.Alabama,
Winter
Park
March 18 and 19 .
Tuesday's and Wednesday's races laced table cloth. At the first meal ned made against Mr. Mulloy. The tonic" but Mulloy told me he would •
-Georgia Tech, Winter Park
March 21 and 22 .
are the ones which will decide the I sat very straight in my chair, final match was so even that I was drink castor oil before he would
-Duke, Winter Park
March 24, 25 26 .
V championship. There could but when I saw Mulloy straddle the never sure who was going to win. drink from any bottle Lamed might
-Southern, Lakeland
Two Rollins net stars, Gardner April 5
very well be a two-way or even a Louis Quatorze chair and break it Some of the ladies in the gallery offer him. After great tennis, Mul- '
-Miami,
Winter
Park
April
15
and
16
Larned and Ricardo Balbiers each
three-way tie as may be seen from into six different pieces, I began thought Lamed was the best look- loy finally took the fifth set of the
-Stetson, WinterPark
to slump a little. After all these
won tennis tournaments last week April 19
the following chart:
so they put their stakes on endurance test.
-Florida, Gainesville
end, Lamed the sixth annual Un: April 22 and 23
Club
Still to be defiances of formality, I soon found him. Other charming females, who
Though "Coach" won the tourney, ;
-Tampa, Tampa
myself quite at ease.
versity of Miami Invitational meet April 26
W
L
Raced
hung
their heads over the fence Rollins won the big silver Merri- '
-Florida Southern, Winter Park
in Miami and Balbiers, the British April 28
Delta Chi
3 0 (1)KA (2) XC
The Rollins players did all right into Mulloy's court when he chang- hew bowl for having the best group
May
6
and
7
-Mi;
Mi;
Colonial Championship held at
Lambda Chi 3 1 (1) Sigma Nu on their table manners and just ed sides, were sure he would be the of players in the field. This, tro-Stetson, DeLand
May 10
Nassau, Bahamas.
KA
2 1 (1) DC (2) AP as well in their tennis. For in- champion. When the sets were two phy, which is too heavy and large
-Tampa, Winter Park
May 11
X Club
1 2 (1) DC (2) SN stance, Norman Copeland played apiece, the gallery became nervous for one person to lift, is the award
-Florida.
Winter
Park
Lamed, seeded number three had
a 6-4 set with the international and had to run out and get Coca- which I hope will always be won
Alpha
1 3 (1) KA
In addtiion several games will be played against professional teams
an uphill fight first by defeating
Sigma Nu 0 3 (1) XC (2) LC star, Mulloy (called "coach" by us) Colas and cigarettes and do their by Rollins for years to come.
the number one seeded Vic Seixas, before their league seasons open.
University of North Carolina star
and sixth ranked in the country,
6-4, 6-7, 7-5, in the semi-finals.
I Enjoy a Good Movie in
In the finals he defeated GardCOMFORT
ner Mulloy, Davis Cup star and
the tournament's second seeded
WINTER
PARK
PHONB
46«
1
player, in a four hour blistering
AIR COKDITIOM
five set match, 7-9, 6-3, 6-4. 8-10,
N O W SHOWING THRU SATURDAY
7-5.
A shy kind of guy you will take to your heart! A girl who
It was a comforting win for
became a woman . . . in a split second I Also . . . October
Lamed as Seixas was runner-up
. . . the horse of the month.
in the National Inter-Collegiati
Glenn Ford — Terry Moore in
Championship last year and thi
is the first time that the Rollin;
star has defeated Mulloy in four
tournaments they have met each
other this year.
Ricardo Balbiers in annexing the
SUNDAY — MONDAY
British Colonial Championship deStunning bride stuns groom on the sunniest funniest honeyfeated his Rollins teammate Buddy
moon that ever made Lohen-grin! Wait till you see the DIFFERENT Bette! It's lilie falling in love with a new star!
Behrens 7-5, 1-6, 6-0, 3-6, 6-2, in
Bette Davis — Robert Montgomery
another five set duel. Behrens
was the defending champion.

Larned, Balbiers
Win Tournments

^PewyCimi©

Hea/i^C^e^te/i^ie&Ci'

"THE RETURN OF OCTOBER"

"JUNE BRIDE"

International Relations—
(Continued from page 1)
which we offer to Europeans. We
tell them. Dr. Le\vis stated, that
they must accept either liberty or
bread. Actually, that is not the
case. What we mean to say, but
don't, and what we certainly must
express, is the fact that we can offer to the people of other nations
bread, and also some measure of
liberty.
Joe Popeck offered a resolution
which was adopted unanimously
by the conference. It was resolved
that We should use every means in
our power to advertise to the world
our good aspects, while at the same
time making a sincere attempt to
ameliorate our ills.
The Rollins delegates and the
Florida University delegates succeeded in convincing the majority
of the others that Florida was the
ideal spot to hold next year's convention. The sales talk worked.
Next year the International Relation Club ConventioH for the Southeastern Conference will be held in
Gainesville. Also important was
the successful endeavors on the
part of the Rollins delegates to
bave Mr John Berry, of Stetson
elected vice-president of the South-^Hstern Conference.

TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY
Double Feature
The strangest desperado the West has ever known! Four
lives caught in a deadly crossfire when the law comers a
killer!

Joel McCrea — Frances Dee

"FOUR FACES WEST"
—ALSO—

"LIGHTNING IN THE FOREST"
-withDonald B a r r y — L y n n e Roberts

You're invited
to IVEY'S
Fashion Show
"Honeymoon
in Florida"
March 4, 1949
8:30 P.M.
Municipal Auditorium

Down At—
(Continued from page 2)
,
Stein, says she'll have something
down soon though.
The a r t students, like everybody
•else, certainly enjoyed the extra
day off this past week end and we
are sure that because of the rest
bigger and better things are yet to
come.

Free Reserved Seat
Tickets May Be Obtained YOWELU
DREW
on IVEY'S 2nd Floor

uiirgi^ eix^a^mti t%ic xm. ve MCCCU
A

